LEARN HOW TO BECOME
YOUR OWN PR PERSON
AND GET PUBLICITY FOR
YOUR BOOK!

ARE YOU AN ASPIRING OR
PUBLISHED AUTHOR?
Do you struggle to think of newsworthy
ways to talk about your book(s) to the
press?
Would you love two former professional
reporters to give you story ideas, press
release templates, tools and strategies?
Ideas that work for both fiction and nonfiction titles for readers of all ages?

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL
'Michelle and Christian were my first
choice for support with marketing my
collaboration book 'Seen'. They became
part of the authors' community - sharing
advice; creating wonderful press
releases so that 'Seen' got the visibility
it deserved; and giving us a professional
blueprint to follow.'

KAT JANE MASSEY
Author of Amazon best-seller 'Seen'
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Christian has also worked for a worldleading specialist publisher – project
managing books from first draft through
to print. Michelle took charge of the
same publisher’s social media channels,
as well as securing press coverage for
their authors.

As TAUK’s chosen PR partners, Michelle
and Christian know exactly what’s
involved and how you are feeling at
every step of the publishing process…
and they want to help you shout about
your book!

WHAT SERVICES CAN I
INVEST IN?

Together, Michelle and Christian wrote
and published #SheCan365 with TAUK –
a book that was funded entirely through
Kickstarter.

There are four ways to work with
Write on Time Ltd, as follows:
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CLIENT TESTIMONIAL
'If you want an effective step forward in your PR strategy, Christian and Michelle are the
perfect way to get moving. They know the journey from pitch to publication and all the
places where rookies usually trip up.
They are the most accessible and down-to-earth pairing I've ever met in PR. That is part of
what makes them so successful at what they do. You know you will be in safe hands!'

SARAH PARKINSON
Author of the children’s book series ‘The Tales of Willow Park’
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PREMIER AUTHORS’ PRESS PACK© – £259

In addition to the contents of the standard Authors’ Press Pack© outlined above, you
will also benefit from:
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OR £245 FOR SIX MONTHS WHEN YOU PAY UP FRONT (GET
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HOW CAN PR HELP MY BOOK(S)?
Marketing again and again to the same
audience is a sure-fire way to exhaust
your book sales and get stuck in a rut.
And yet so many authors keep showing
up in the same places – speaking to the
same audiences because it feels like the
easiest and safest option.
How might it feel to welcome some new
faces into your world? To get your
message out to people other than a
‘friend of a friend’?

Your local newspaper has thousands of
readers. Some regionals have millions.
Then there are niche magazines,
podcasts and radio shows that cater to
authors and book fans, as well as national
newspapers that need fresh story ideas
24/7.
Knowing how to talk about your book(s)
in a newsworthy way is a skill you CAN
learn.
Are you ready to step outside your
comfort zone and get in front of more
readers?

ANY QUESTIONS?
If you have questions about any
of the services outlined above,
please email Michelle and
Christian at
writeontimeuk@gmail.com to
arrange a FREE no-obligation
15-minute phone call to discuss
which option is best for you.

